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FAST TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE
IN THE EARTH'8 BOW SHOCK*

R. W. Fredricks, F. V. Coroniti, f C. F. Kennel, f and F. L. Scarf
Space Sciences Laboratory, TBW Systems Group, Bedondo Beach, California 90278

(Received 2 January 1970)

We present time-resolved spectra of electrostatic turbulence in the earth's bow-shock
structure. Spectral details on scales for a few Debye lengths indicate that single modes
or groups of single modes dominate the turbulent spectrum. These modes are probably
ion-acoustic or Buneman instabilities of short wavelength (hA. n-l) which are generated
in parts of the shock microstructure containing diamagnetic drift currents.

In a previous note, ' evidence for the detection
of electric field turbulence in the earth's colli-
sionless bow shock was presented. At that time,
only narrow-band filter and broad-band frequen-
cy-time analyses of this turbulence were avail-
able. We have recently subjected the broad-band
analog electric field data (1-22 kHz) from our
060-5 experiment' to a fast-time-resolution
spectral analysis which allows a complete turbu-
lence spectrum over a selected passband to be
formed each 12.5 msec. During a 12.5 msec in-
terval, the spacecraft moves through a distance
comparable with the plasma Debye length, or
some 20-40 m. Thus the time-resolved spectra
allow examination of very fine details of shock
turbulence. We have chosen a fairly typical ex-
ample of such a time-resolved spectrum of turbu-
lence in a bow-shock structure observed near
0"46 54' UT on 12 March 1968. We believe that
these spectra are the first ever presented show-

ing the microscopic details of electrostatic wave
turbulence. As such, they should be of interest
not only to the understanding of the collisionless
shock dissipation mechanism, but also to the de-
scriptions of plasma turbulence by such tools as
quasilinear theory.

In any single satellite measurement, the length
scales inferred from measurements must always
involve some assumption about the convection of
the plasma disturbance relative to the space-
craft. The upstream conditions at the time of
shock encounter were approximately: ion density
n-10 em ', flow speed U, —380 km/sec; ion tem-
perature T; —6.3 && 104'K; electron temperature
unknown, but probably T, —10"K; interplanetary
field I30-7 &10 ' 6; satellite orbital speed V
-1.9 km/see. From these parameters we con-
clude &uz&/2m —650 Hz, urz, /2w-28 kHz, c/re~,-1.7 km, c/cuz~-73 km, uc, /2w-200 Hz, &u, q/
2m-0. 11 Hz, and A.D-V m.
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FIG. 1. Dynamic spectrum (frequency versus time,
or f tdiagra-m) of electrostatic turbulence and the tots, l
magnetic field profile for the bow shock discussed in
text. The arrow points to the portion of turbulence
spectrum corresponding to the fast-time-resolved
spectra, of Fig. 2. The units of lBl are 1 y=10 5 G.
The constant-frequency horizontal line in the f tplot-
is a 2.461 kHz interference line generated by a space-
craft oscillator.

The spacecraft was inbound towards earth at
the time corresponding to Fig. 1. Thus, the
spacecraft was immersed in the downstream re-
gion (so-called "magnetosheath") and the shock
structure swept over it, leaving the spacecraft
behind in the upstream region (solar wind). In

the earth's inertial frame, the earthward speed
of the shock front was necessarily greater than
the earthward speed of the satellite. Based on
experimental estimates" of bow-shock speeds,
it is not unreasonable to use an estimate of 10
km/sec for the relative shock-satellite speed
(i.e. , an earthward shock speed of -12 km/sec).

Figure 1 presents the total magnetic field pro-
file and a time-correlated dynamic spectrum of
electric field fluctuations through the shock in
question. En Fig. 1, the upstream region is on
the right side, and downstream on the left, with
the entire plot covering about 26 sec in time.
Note the very sharp magnetic field gradient and
its correlation with the electric field fluctuations
in the f tplo-t, a feature previously pointed out. '
Figure 2 is the time-resolved spectrum of the
electric field turbulence between 1.2 and 2.2 kHz
over a time interval of about 500 msec in the
neighborhood indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1.
The spectra of Fig. 2 are the output of a logarith-
mic amplifier; hence, the spectral amplitudes
are nonlinear, with large-amplitude fluctuations
compressed and small ones enhanced. The entire
turbulence spectrum in this shock front has been
so analyzed, but the main features are fairly
well typified by the short segment in Fig. 2.

Some important qualitative features of the elec-
trostatic wave turbulence can be extracted from
spectra such as that in Fig. 2. For example, un-
der the assumption that the satellite (measure-
ment frame) moves at -10 km/sec relative to the
rest (shock structure) frame, we note that the
turbulence builds up as a set of a few single fre-
quencies (or modes) in about 4 to 5 spectral
sweeps, i.e. , in some 50 Debye lengths, after
which many more frequencies are excited. Also,
in this region, the linewidths are some 25 to 75
Hz. The electric field at 1.3+ 0.1 kHz was mea-
sured by a digital channel and found to be about
1 mV/m, for the spectral peak at that frequency
ln Flg. 2.

The spectral analysis shown in Fig. 2 was per-
formed with a Federal Scientific Corporation
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FIG. 2. Fast —time-resolved spectrum of a portion of the electrostatic turbulence in the bow shock of Fig. l.
Each spectral sweep is performed in 12.5 msec. The length scale shown at the top of the figure corresponds to
either the distance traveled by the spacecraft (4AD) or the distance traveled by a 10 km/sec shock front (20AD) dur-

ing 12.5 msec. Details are discussed in the text.
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model UA-6 spectrum analyzer. 'l'he original
data tapes containing the waveform f(t) were
played back at & speed, thus reducing the fre-
quencies in f(f) by the same factor. The analyzer
was then set to the passband 300-550 Hz, equiva-
lent to the band 1.2-2.2 kaz for the real-time
signal f(t). The display time was set to 25 msec,
equivalent to 25/4=6. 25 msec in real time. Ev-
ery other spectral sweep (i.e. , 6.25 &&2 =12.5
msec) was then used to produce Fig. 2. The
length of signal used in "decelerated time" pro-
cessing by the UA-6 analyzer was T =1 sec,
equivalent to 250 msec in tape real time. Under
these conditions the maximum resolution of real-
time signals is bf-1/0. 25 =4 Hz, which would be
achieved provided the frequency component ~q
was produced by a portion of f(t) persisting at
least for 250 msec. If the ~J, component persists
for ~D&T =250 msec, the maximum possible res-
olution is bf

In order to determine the "transient" features
of the swept spectra produced by the UA-6 ana-
lyzer, a set of truncated sinusoidal tone bursts
with duration rD (analyzer resolving time (1 sec
for upper cutoff of 500 Hz) and frequency f, »7'D '
was analyzed. The results of these tests are
shown in Fig. 3. If the signal input to the UA-6
analyzer does not overload its digital circuits
(i.e. , no pile-up) the results shown in Fig. 3 are
independent of signal amplitude, a condition al-
ways maintained in our signal processing. The
short tone bursts containing only 8 or 16 periods
of the 250 Hz sinusoid (equivalent to 1 kHz in
Fig. 2) are poorly resolved The p.lot of the dura-
tion of the UA-6 spectral output against the dura-
tion of the input tone burst shows that as the du-
ration of the pulsed sinusoid increases beyond
250 msec, or one-fourth the analyzer resolving
time of 1 sec, the two durations become equal.

To convert the scales of Fig. 3 to those of Fig. 2,
one simply divides times by, or multiplies fre-
quencies by, a factor of 4.

A frequently observed characteristic of the
electrostatic turbulence is that of apparent break-
up of the largest amplitude, broadest peaks into
several discrete peaks, or single modes. Some
such behavior is apparent in Fig. 2, although
many better examples have been found in other
spectral displays for the same shock. However,
caution is required in making such an interpreta-
tion. As noted above, the resolution of closely
spaced peaks may be relatively poor during the
first two or three sweeps after initial appearance,
then improve in later sweeps because a greater
segment of f(t) enters the processing of E(&e).
Also, instrumental broadening of the peaks of
+(~) can occur if the signal f(t) has components
(ul, (t) for which ~1, (t, ) u) p(t, + vD—) &2m/T. This
frequency modulation effect may be involved in
the broadened spectra between 1.8 and 2.0 kHz in
Fig. 2.

The spectra in Fig. 2 must be Doppler shifted,
at least by the relative motion between shock
structure and satellite, and at most by the solar
wind speed. It is a noteworthy feature of Fig. 2
that the turbulent energy appears in sensibly dis-
crete frequency bands whose center frequencies
do not shift appreciably during their persistence
time. These center frequencies, ~, are related
to the rest frame frequency u, by ~ = (u, + Ik V!.
Because of the correlation of regions of electro-
static turbulence with magnetic field gradients
having scale lengths -c/wz„a fact pointed out
previously, ' we expect co, & ~~q, i.e. , the turbu-
lence is assumed to be due to either an ion-acous-
tic or Buneman' instability. Then we would ex-
pect its k spectrum to peak near kA. D- 1, with k
in the Cerenkov cone peaked in the direction of
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FIG. 3. Time response of spectrum analyzer to truncated sinusoidal signals of various durations at 250 Hz.
Time-resolved spectra are shown at the left, with duration of spectrum against pulse duration at right.
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the current that drives the instability. ' Under
such assumptions the center frequency would oc-
cur at

u = u, + VAD 'I cos8I,

where

Ik ~ &I =l VIcos81.

The Doppler-shift contribution to ~, when we as-
sume V is the shock speed of -10 km/sec, is

A~ = VAn 'Icos8I& (10' sec ')Icos8I,

or

b f& (160 Hz)I cos8I.

However, if VIcos8I is interpreted as the pro-
jection of the solar wind flow speed along k, the
shift could be as much as

hf ~ (6 kHz)Icos8I-6 kHz,

for Icos8I =1. Because the electrostatic turbu-
lence in Fig. 1 appea, rs in such a. broad frequency
band (up to about 4 kHz), we favor the latter ex-
planation. Thus, we picture the process as fol-
lows. The region of strong diamagnetic current
density Z- (c/4n)&B/&x moves with the relative
shock speed. In this region, wave turbulence is
continuously generated, and these waves are
blown by the solar wind flow at speed U, cos6)
along k (roughly along J) and out of the current
layer at speed U, sin8 (perpendicular to J). As
they leave the current layer by the latter process
they rapidly decay due to Landau or other damp-
ing mechanisms (with their energy reappearing
as partial randomization of particle speeds).
This is the most reasonable picture of the elec-
trostatic turbulence that conforms to the observed
frequency spread and location within the magnetic
field profile.

Unfortunately, the linewidths of the spectra in
Fig. 2 cannot be interpreted in terms of natural
widths yj, of growing modes at frequencies ~1,.
The best one can do is to measure the time of
persistence &n' of a given peak, form b f'= (wD') ',
and compare this derived quantity with the ob-
served linewidth hf. In Fig. 2, all lines have the
property n f & &f', which could be interpreted as
evidence for truncated sinusoidal (tone-burst)
signals.

Our speculations based on these preliminary
studies of fast time-resolved spectra are summa-
rized as follows:

(1) It appears that the microinstabilities ob-
served here are basically electrostatic modes ex-

cited by diamagnetic currents in the shock struc-
ture. These begin as weak single modes with
narrow frequency distributions. As the instabili-
ty strengthens, the number of single modes ex-
cited increases.

(2) The center frequencies of these modes are
most likely ion-acoustic (uzi) or Buneman
(0.06&v~, ) modes with Doppler shifts of up to sev-
eral kHz. This observed span of Doppler shifting
can best be explained by short wavelength (kh. D-l)
modes blown along k by the projection of flow
speed in that direction, and out of their region of
generation by the flow speed normal to 4

(3) Even when the turbulence becomes quite
strong in the sense that Q~(E2)J /SwnkTe & 10
(sum over all observed excited modes), the spec-
tral form of the turbulence contains strong single
mode peaks. Averaged over several successive
spectra, the wave turbulence remains dominated
by these single modes, and is not the broad
smooth spectrum over many ~q values usually
assumed in a quasilinear theory. %e believe that
the observed spectra, even though consisting
largely of resolved vq's, would still yield aver-
ages of Ep en quasilinear time scales which
would in turn permit the usual quasilinear recon-
struction of the distribution function by tot+1 dif-
fusion due to the sum of all resolved modes.
However, quasilinear descriptions of the spec-
trum are not consistent with the resolved modes
shown in Fig. 2.

(4) A relationship of the electrostatic turbu-
lence to proton randomization is experimentally
observed. The proton thermalization occurs on-
ly after the flow has traversed a region of strong
turbulence in which many modes (&uq's) are excit-
ed simultaneously and persist for measured
times of up to a few seconds (corresponding to
scale lengths -c/v~, ). Thus„we speculate that
the multiple scattering of ioris by these many sin-
gle modes may be a very significant dissipative
process in this type of collisionless shock.

%e are indebted to A. Belobradic for providing
techniques leading to the fast time-resolved spec-
tra shown here; to P. J. Coleman, Jr. , and C. T.
Russell for the University of California at Los
Angeles fluxgate magnetometer data shown in
Fig. l; and to M. Neugebauer of the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory for plasma probe measurements
of upstream density, temperature, and flow ve-
locity.
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EVOLUTION FROM LINEAR TO NONLINEAR SATURATION OF INSTABILITIES
AND CHANGE IN ZEROTH-ORDER CONDITIONS

Masumi Sato
Department of Electrical Engineering, Yamagata University, Yonezawa, Japan

(Received 5 March 1970)

An evolution froxn the linear growth to the nonlinear saturated state of instability is
investigated by observing the spatially growing ionization waves (moving striations) in
a plasma. The behavior of the instability is shown to obey the Landau amplitude equa-
tion. Partial, gradual change in zeroth-order conditions by the nonlinear effect is also
found.

We report an experimental observation of both
the evolution to the nonlinear saturation of the
spatially unstable mode and the change in the
zeroth-order conditions. Recently, Wong and
Hai' suggested that their method of measuring
growth rates of temporally unstable modes can
be also applied to the case of spatially unstable
modes which saturate at a certain distance. The
behavior of such modes can be represented by
the Landau amplitude equation'

dl&l'/dx=2yl&l' ~I&l' P-l&l', -(1)
where I&I represents the magnitude of the wave
amplitude, y the linear growth rate, a and P the
first and second nonlinear saturation coefficients,
and higher-order terms are neglected. From
(1), IXI is obtained as

1-(l&, I /I&, I)'&l-exp[2y(x-x, )])
'

where I&I = I&&l at x =x&, I&I = I&, l at large x,
and an assumption o.")SPy, which can be easily
satisfied, ' is used. When 2y(x-x, ) =0, the mode
grows exponentially: I&I = I&, l exp[y(x-x, )].
When 2y(x —x,)» 1, it reaches a saturated or
equilibr ium amplitude

I~, l =[(~ +8&y)".]/2V=2y/~ (3)

This value is independent of the initial infinites-
imal amplitude I&,I, and returns to the same
amplitude even if the saturated state is perturbed
by an external disturbance. First we observe
the behavior of the nonlinear saturation by con-

sidering the case of an ionization-wave mode in
positive columns.

The ionization wave (moving striation)' is a
low-frequency oscillation appearing as the result
of change of ionization and usually exists as a
backward wave for discharge currents below an
upper critical current, the so-called Pupp cur-
rent. As the critical current is approached, the
ionization wave does not simultaneously disap-
pear throughout the discharge but first vanishes
in the cathode region of the positive column and

then, as the current is further increased, the
region of zero mode extends further toward the
anode. Under these conditions the amplitude of
the ionization wave increases from the region of
zero mode (cathode) towards the anode. These
features allow systematic studies of a spatially
growing mode. As the signal of the oscillation
is fed back from the anode to the cathode through
the external circuit, ' we controlled the initial
amplitude of the unstable mode by using a circuit
shown in Fig. 1(a). The signal picked up. by a
transformer is amplified and then fed back to a
current modulator, in phase or out of phase by
changing polarity, so that the initial amplitude
can be easily either enhanced or suppressed. In

addition to this method, the nonlinear equilibrium
was also perturbed by means of a local trans-
verse magnetic field & -150 G. Light intensities
of the mode were measured by a phototransistor,
movable along the tube, as a function of distance
x from the cathode. The solid lines in Fig. 1(b)
represent variation of the amplitude controlled
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